Hannibal Safari Equipment
Tent Set Up Instructions
1.

Park your vehicle on a suitable flat piece of ground.

Duty of Care: Ensure that the vehicle has the hand brake on and the vehicle is in gear or Park for Automatics.

2.

Undo the 4 webbing straps on the vinyl cover.

3.

Unzip the cover, taking care to fold up the PVC zip protection flap when passing the
zipper around the corners.(The zipper will open to three sides)

4.

Carefully pull the cover off the tent.

5.
6.

Loosen the two webbing straps securing the base boards together.
The webbing straps can now be used to tie down the rolled up cover. Place the webbing
straps through the eyelets located on the base of the tent.

7.

Remove the ladder bag from on top of the tent and remove the ladder extension.

8.

Fit ladder extension section into the corresponding section on the ladder that is fixed to
the top of the tent.

9.

Pull down on the 2nd part of the ladder, which will now lift the top half of the tent. Check the sequence below.

(The ladder can be stored in between the mattress and the base board or under the cover of the tent)

10. Make sure that the two halves of the tent engage properly and the tent floor is flat.

( You may find that the tent will only lie fully flat once the elastic straps have been released and some weight has
been applied to the base board)

11. Check to make sure that the ladder is positioned carefully to support the free half of the

tent. Special Note: Although the tent structure is able to self support itself in an emergency, the ladder is
required for support at all times for normal use.
12. If you are using the Jumbo extended fly install the spreader bar for the fly at this stage.

*It is also recommended that you connect the guy ropes that are provided to prevent the spreader bar from
moving around in wind.

If the walls are being used you may find that you do not need to use the guy ropes
unless it is extreme windy conditions.
13. Climb inside the tent and release the elastic cords and remove the spring steel bag.
14. Insert long spring steel stays into the hole in the angle aluminium section (on the base
board either side of the door.) Tension the rod and locate the other end into the eyelet
of the fly sheet.
15. Follow the same process with the short rods, which hold the window hoods in position.
The holes for the window rods are situated on either side of the window, on the
aluminium angle below the window.
(Take care when tensioning the spring steel rod and ensure that your face is never in line with the rods)

16. At this point add the Jumbo wall options if required.

17. Now you are ready to climb into your Hannibal Roof Tent and relax. Open and adjust

window flaps and mosquito netting as required.
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Hannibal Safari Equipment
Tent Close Instructions
1.

Fold your sleeping bag or duvet into a neat pile, filling about one half of the mattress,
make sure that it is folded on the side furthest from the ladder. This will be the area
directly above the roof of the vehicle.

2.
3.
4.

Zip closed the rear door and windows (as well as mosquito nets) of the tent.
Attach the four elastic cords prior to exiting the tent.
On exiting, close front door, but leave a gap of approx. 30cm open (door and net) to
allow for air to escape on folding.

5.

Remove all the spring steel fly sheet rods by pulling it out of the tent frame and then
removing from the fly. The spring steel stays can then be placed in the bag provided and
stored inside the tent ready for the next time.

6.

Jumbo fly only: Remove the Jumbo spreader bar from the tent base and fly. The
spreader bar can be stored on top of the base board when the tent is closed down.
The excess section of the fly can be placed inside the doorway of the tent or rolled up
and tied down where the webbing strap is connected on the base boards.

7.

8.

Take hold of the bottom section of the ladder and start lifting the ladder to close the tent. Keep the ladder as vertical
as possible as the tent board rotates to vertical, slowly allow the ladder to rest against the tent base board, then use
the leverage offered by the ladder against the board to assist in lowering at a controlled rate into the closed position.

(it is important to maintain a smooth controlled closing to allow all the air to escape, without causing the sides to
billow out)
Check the sequence below.

9. Remove the bottom section of the ladder from the top section.
10. Pack the ladder in bag provided and place it on top of the tent or between the mattress

and the baseboard.
11. Neatly tuck in excess tent canvas between the side poles, and board. Try lifting the tent

poles slightly to push in as much canvas as possible. Too much canvas sticking out will
make it difficult to close the zipper of the tent cover.
12. Fasten the two webbing straps to the base board buckles and pull tight. Ensure when
tightening that the boards are as close to parallel to each other as possible, to ensure
easy fitting of the cover.
13. Pull the cover over the tent, ensuring that the corners of the board fit snugly into the

corners of the cover.
14. Pull the zippers on both sides of the tent to close the cover. Ensure that you flip up the

PVC zip protector (covering the zip) before attempting to zip around the corner of the
tent.
*Take care not to catch the canvas or nylon window protectors in the zip puller when

closing.

15. Tighten the webbing straps on the cover – take care not to pull them through as they

are not stitched into the cover, and can be pulled out.
*Ensure these are always tightened as they play an important roll in reducing the wind
resistance and bulge during high speed travelling.

16. Your on your way for another great day.
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